Abstract-Next generation wireless networks will exploit the large amount of spectrum available at millimeter wave (mmWave) frequencies. Design of mmWave systems, however, is challenging due to strict power, cost and hardware constraints at higher bandwidths. To achieve a good SNR for communication, mmWave systems use large antenna arrays. Beamforming with highly directional beams is one way to use the antennas. As the channel changes over time, the beams that maximize the SNR have to be estimated quickly to reduce the training overhead. Prior work has exploited the observation that mmWave channels are sparse to perform compressed sensing (CS) based beam alignment with few channel measurements. Most of the existing CS-based algorithms, however, assume perfect synchronization and fail in the presence of carrier frequency offset (CFO). This paper presents Swift-Link, a fast beam alignment algorithm that is robust against the offset. Swift-Link includes a novel randomized beam training sequence that minimizes the beam alignment errors due to CFO and a low-complexity algorithm that corrects these errors. Even with strict hardware constraints, our algorithm uses fewer channel measurements than comparable CS algorithms and has analytical guarantees. Swift-Link requires a small output dynamic range at the analog-to-digital converter compared to beam-scanning techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication at millimeter wave is very different from that in the lower frequency systems [1] . To achieve sufficent link margin, large antenna arrays have to be used at the transmitter (TX) and the receiver (RX) [2] . As a result, mmWave MIMO channels have a higher dimension compared to typical lower frequency systems. Furthermore, cost and power consumption are major issues at the large bandwidths that accompany mmWave [3] , and thereby restrict the use of conventional MIMO architectures. The phased array architecture [3] is one hardware design that limits power consumption by using fewer radio-frequency chains compared to the number of antennas. As a result, the phased array can only obtain a lower dimensional projection of the MIMO channel for a given phase shift configuration. antenna arrays complicate tasks like channel estimation or beam alignment in mmWave systems.
Most of the beam alignment techniques that exploit sparsity of mmWave channels fail if applied to a system where CFO has not been corrected [4] . As mmWave MIMO channels are approximately sparse in a certain dictionary [3] , several algorithms that exploit sparsity have been proposed to perform channel estimation or beam alignment with few measurements [5] , [6] . Most of them are based on standard compressed sensing (CS) [7] and are vulnerable to CFO. CFO arises due to the mismatch in the carrier frequencies of the local oscillators at the TX and the RX [8] . The offset corrupts the phase of the channel measurements and thereby CS algorithms that do not model CFO perform poorly. Therefore, joint CFO and channel estimation algorithms or beam alignment algorithms that are robust to CFO must be developed.
Beam alignment techniques like the exhaustive beam search and hierarchical search [9] are robust to CFO as they use just the magnitude of the channel measurements. On the one hand, exhaustive beam search scans all possible directions and results in large training overhead. On the other hand, hierarchical search suffers from low SNR prior to beamforming and is susceptible to multipath interference within a sector. Furthermore, it requires feedback on every decision to continue with the search process in transmit beam alignment [4] . The limitations of exhaustive and hierarchical search motivate the need to develop beam alignment algorithms that can exploit the sparsity of mmWave channels and are robust to CFO.
Compressive beam alignment algorithms that are robust to CFO were proposed in [4] , [10] and [11] for the phased array architecture. In our prior work [10] , we modeled both CFO and the mmWave channel in a tensor, and exploited sparsity of the tensor to perform joint CFO and channel estimation. The sparsity-aware algorithm in [10] can also be applied to joint CFO estimation and beam alignment. The approach in [10] , however, increases the number of optimization variables and results in high computational complexity. A multi-stage technique that overcomes the high complexity of the tensor based approach was proposed in [11] for joint CFO and channel estimation. A non-coherent compressive beam alignment strategy was developed in [4] using hashing techniques. The energy based algorithm in [4] , however, assumes high SNR and ignores the phase of the received samples.
In this paper, we optimize the CS measurement matrix for beam alignment robust to CFO, and present a low complexity algorithm called Swift-Link. We assume that there is perfect frame timing synchronization between the TX and the RX. We summarize the main contributions of our work as follows.
• For planar phased arrays, we define a class of training matrices that use Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequences along the spatial dimension. We show that CS using the ZC-based training is equivalent to partial DFT CS of a transformed channel. With this equivalence, we derive reconstruction guarantees for compressive channel estimation under phased array constraints. Furthermore, we propose the concept of a trajectory to develop a tractable approach for CS-based beam alignment robust to CFO.
• We design a novel randomized beam training sequence within the class of ZC-based training such that CFO induces bounded shifts in the beamspace channel obtained using standard CS algorithms. Such shifts can be ignored when the CFO is small relative to the angular resolution of the array. For other cases, we provide a low-complexity algorithm to correct the shifts.
• We determine a sufficient condition on the number of channel measurements for successful beam training using our algorithm. For an N × N uniform planar array, our analysis suggests O(N logN ) channel measurements suffice for CFO robust compressive channel estimation using Swift-Link. Our analysis is also valid for the offgrid case and can be extended to generic CS problems with structured errors in the CS measurements.
• Using simulations, we evaluate the performance of our algorithm for fast beam alignment in a practical wideband mmWave setting. Swift-Link estimates the MIMO channel and CFO compressively, and performs better than comparable algorithms that are robust to CFO. Swift-Link performs compressive channel estimation robust to CFO using the optimized CS measurement matrix. The estimated channel is then used for beam alignment. While we assume an analog beamforming setup, Swift-Link can be extended to switching and hybrid beamforming architectures in a straightforward manner.
Notation: A is a matrix, a is a column vector and a, A denote scalars. Using this notation A T , A and A * represent the transpose, conjugate and conjugate transpose of A. We use diag (a) to denote a diagonal matrix with entries of a on its diagonal. The scalar a [m] denotes the m th element of a, and A (k, ) is the entry of A in the k th row and th column. The inner product of two matrices A and B is defined as A, B = k, A (k, ) B (k, ). The symbols and are used for the Hadamard product and 2D circular convolution [12] . The matrix U N ∈ C N ×N denotes the unitary Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) matrix. The set I N denotes the set of integers {0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1}. The difference between two sets A and B is defined as A \ B. We use e k to represent the (k + 1) th canonical basis vector and 1 to represent an all-ones vector. We use a and a to denote the ceil and floor of a. The natural logarithm of a is log(a).
II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL
In this section, we describe the underlying hardware setup and channel model used in our work. For simplicity of exposition, we consider a narrowband mmWave system with an analog beamforming architecture and focus on transmit beam alignment. We extend our algorithm to the wideband case in Section VII and provide simulation results for a practical mmWave setting in Section VIII.
A. System model
Fig. 1: Beam training in an analog beamforming system with local oscillators operating at f1 and f2. The TX transmits several beacons using an N × N phased array and the RX acquires channel measurements with a fixed quasi-omnidirectional pattern.
We consider a MIMO system in which the TX is equipped with an N × N uniform planar array (UPA) of antennas as shown in Fig. 1 . All the antennas at the TX are connected to a single RF chain through phase shifters. By controlling the phase shifts, the transmit beam can be steered along the elevation and azimuth dimensions. In this work, the set of possible phase shifts is restricted to a kronecker codebook [13] , i.e., the phase shift matrix applied to the UPA can always be decomposed as an outer product of two phase shift vectors. The decomposition is practical and allows our solution to be applied to MIMO systems with uniform linear array of antennas at the TX and the RX [9] . The objective of transmit beam alignment is to estimate the best set of phase shifts at the TX that maximize the received SNR. Although the RX can have multiple antennas, it is assumed to operate with a single RF chain in a fixed quasi-omnidirectional mode during beam training. Our assumption can be justified as it is the case with beam training in the IEEE 802.11ad standard [14] .
The baseband signal at the TX is up-converted to a mmWave carrier frequency f 1 and is transmitted through the UPA. The transmitted RF signal propagates through the wireless channel and is downconverted at the RX using a carrier frequency f 2 , that slightly differs from f 1 . The absolute difference, i.e., |f 2 − f 1 | is typically in the order of several parts per millions (ppms) of the carrier frequency f 1 . Due to the high carrier frequencies at mmWave, even such small differences can result in significant phase change across the channel measurements in a short duration. In this work, we ignore the effect of stochastic phase noise and focus on the impact of CFO. To validate this assumption, a short-packet transmission scheme [6] is used so that the phase error induced by the random phase noise process does not change significantly across the channel measurements. Now, we describe the discrete time baseband equivalent model for the narrowband beamforming system. For a beam training slot of duration T seconds, we define the digital domain CFO as = 2π (f 1 − f 2 ) T . In the n th beam training slot, let d n ∈ C N and b n ∈ C N be unit norm phase shift vectors corresponding to the azimuth and elevation directions. The entries of these vectors are constrained to have the same magnitude, while their phase can take values from a finite set depending on the resolution of the phase shifters. By the kronecker codebook assumption, the phase shift matrix applied to the UPA at the TX during the n th beam training slot is b n d T n . Let t[n] denote the unit norm pilot symbol transmitted by the TX during the n th slot. Let H ∈ C N ×N denote the discrete time baseband equivalent of the narrowband channel between the UPA at the TX and the RX. Our system model does not incorporate the antenna elements at the RX as the RX performs quasi-omnidirectional reception using a fixed beam pattern throughout beam training. Assuming perfect frame timing synchronization, the received signal in the n th beam training slot can be expressed as
whereṽ[n] ∼ CN 0, σ 2 is additive white Gaussian noise. As the pilot symbol t[n] is known to the RX, we redefine the received samples as
. The channel measurement for the n th symbol duration is then
where v[n] has the same statistics as that ofṽ[n] since t[n] is unit norm. The measurements in (3) are noisy projections of the channel matrix perturbed by phase errors due to CFO. Furthermore, the phase errors vary across different observations and prevent direct application of several existing channel estimation and beam training algorithms.
B. Channel model
We consider a geometric-ray-based model for the narrowband mmWave channel when the RX performs omnidirectional reception [15] . Let γ k , θ e,k , and θ a,k denote the complex gain, elevation angle-of-departure, and azimuth angle-of-departure of the k th ray. At this point, we do not make any assumption on these parameters and they can come from any distribution.
With ω e,k = π sin θ e,k sin θ a,k , ω a,k = π sin θ e,k cos θ a,k , and the Vandermonde vector
the wireless channel for a half wavelength spaced UPA in the baseband is given by
The channel is comprised of K rays that are characterized by their gain and the angle of departure. Due to the propagation characteristics of the environment at mmWave frequencies, the channel is approximately sparse when expressed in an appropriate basis [3] . For instance, the 2D-DFT basis is often chosen for the sparse representation of H [16] . Let X ∈ C N ×N denote the 2D-DFT of H such that
The matrix H is the antenna domain channel and X is called as the beamspace channel. The entries of X are the components of H along the azimuth and elevation directions defined by the 2D-DFT dictionary. In practice, X is approximately sparse as the true angles of departure may not align with those defined by the 2D-DFT dictionary. For our analysis, we consider X to be perfectly sparse while our simulation results are for the realistic case where X is approximately sparse.
III. BREAKING THE HARDWARE BARRIER : EFFICIENT CS FOR ANALOG BEAMFORMING
Most CS-based algorithms for channel sparsity-aware beam training [5] , [6] , [17] use IID random phase shifts to obtain channel measurements. Although random phase shift-based CS matrices work in practice, it is possible that other phased-array compatible CS matrices can perform better beam alignment. In this section, we assume perfect synchronization, i.e., = 0, to design efficient CS measurement matrices.
Hardware constraints in phased arrays are the bottleneck that does not allow the realization of several efficient CS matrices that satisfy the restricted isometry property (RIP). For = 0, the channel measurement in (3) is a projection of the channel matrix onto a beam training matrix, i.e., b n d T n . A standard result in CS states that the "best" way to estimate H is to sense it using a basis that is maximally incoherent with the sparsity basis [7] . It is also well known that the canonical basis, with N × N matrices of the form e k e T , is maximally incoherent [7] , [18] with the 2D-DFT basis, which is used for a sparse representation of H. The CS matrix that results from projecting a matrix with a sparse 2D-DFT representation onto fewer elements of the canonical basis is called as a partial 2D-DFT CS matrix. Projecting the channel onto the canonical basis elements, however, requires turning off N 2 − 1 antennas and cannot be implemented with phased arrays. As a result, partial 2D-DFT CS matrices that are known to satisfy the RIP cannot be realized directly in phased arrays. Similarly, IID Gaussian and IID Bernoulli CS matrices cannot be realized in phased arrays. To understand the realizability of such CS matrices, we define A CS as the CS matrix corresponding to (3) for = 0. From (3) and (6) , it can be observed that the n th row of A CS is A CS (n, : [5] . Now, realizing IID Bernoulli or IID Gaussian entries in A CS is difficult as it requires the design of unimodular vectors b n and d n such that the kronecker product of their Fourier transforms satisfy the desired distribution.
For efficient CS-based beam alignment, we use circulantly shifted versions of a fixed Zadoff-Chu sequence [19] for phase shifts along the azimuth and elevation dimensions of the UPA. ZC sequences have been extensively used in wireless systems along the time or frequency dimensions [20] . Recent work on omni-directional precoding has used ZC sequences in linear [21] and planar phased arrays [22] to generate wide beams. There is limited work, however, on the use of ZC sequences in space for CS-based beam alignment. To the best of our knowledge, [23] is the only work that used ZC sequences in phased arrays for CS-based channel estimation. The optimality of ZC-based CS matrices in terms of incoherence or RIP, however, was not studied in [23] . Furthermore, [23] assumed perfect synchronization like most of the prior work on CSbased channel estimation. Random circulantly shifted ZC sequences were used in [24] for compressed sensing of signals that are sparse in the DFT-basis. Our interpretation of shifted ZC-based CS for such signals, however, is different from that in [24] . Specifically, we propose novel concepts of spectral mask, virtual switching and trajectory for shifted ZC-based CS. We also optimize the sequence of circulant shifts for robustness to phase errors due to CFO.
We use z ∈ C N to denote the fixed ZC sequence, also defined as the core ZC sequence. The k th element of z is given as [19] z
The integers u and N of the ZC sequence have to be coprime for z to satisfy the Zero periodic Auto Correlation (ZAC) property [19] . The ZAC property translates to basis orthogonality of all the N possible shifted ZC sequences. Furthermore, as the DFT of a ZC sequence is another ZC sequence [25] , z has a uniform DFT in the magnitude sense.
As every canonical basis vector also has a uniform DFT, shifted ZC sequences can be used to emulate the canonical basis set. We explain the canonical basis emulation effect of ZC sequences in Sec. III-A.
A. Spectral mask and virtual switching
In this section, we show how the phased array can be interpreted as a virtual switching architecture when ZC sequences are used along the spatial dimension. Consider a phase shift matrix b n d T n , such that b n and d n are generated using r[n] and c[n] right circulant shifts of the core ZC sequence z. The integers r[n] ∈ I N and c[n] ∈ I N control the phase of the DFTs of b n and d n . We use Λ z to denote a diagonal matrix containing the scaled DFT of z on its diagonal, i.e.,
Notice that each diagonal entry of Λ z has unit magnitude by the uniform DFT property of the ZC sequence. We define a right circulant delay matrix J ∈ R N ×N such that its first row is (0, 1, 0, ..., 0). The vector Jz is then (z [2] 
T . We define an N × N matrix containing all possible circulant shifts of z as
From the structure of Z, we have b n = Ze r [n] . Therefore, the DFT of b n is
Similarly, we have
. For = 0, we rewrite (3) using the 2D-DFT representation of H in (6) as
When b n and d n are r[n] and c[n] circulantly shifted versions of z, the channel measurements in (9) can be expressed as
We define S = Λ * z XΛ * z as the spectral masked version of the true beamspace matrix X. With this definition, it can be observed from (11) that the noiseless y[n] is a (r[n], c[n]) coordinate of the inverse 2D-DFT of S. As Λ z is diagonal, S is also sparse with the same locations of sparsity as that of X. Because all the diagonal elements of Λ z have unit magnitude, the transformation from X to S is perfectly conditioned and invertible. As a result, estimating the masked beamspace matrix S is equivalent to estimating the true beamspace matrix X. This equivalence allows us to define the spectral mask concept, i.e., the channel measurements acquired with shifted ZC sequences can be interpreted as partial 2D-DFT samples of a masked beamspace.
The virtual switching concept defines a virtual channel whose entries can be directly sampled using ZC-based projections of the true channel. Analogous to the definition of H in (6), we define G = U * N SU * N as the virtual channel matrix. Using these definitions, (11) is then
On the one hand, antenna switching cannot be performed in the phased array architecture, i.e., the entries of H cannot be sampled directly. On the other hand, it follows from (12) that the entries of the virtual channel matrix can be sampled directly. Such sampling is achieved by applying the shifted ZC-based training to the phased array. As the map between G and H is unique and sparsity preserving, it can be concluded from (9) and (14) that circulantly shifted ZC sequences emulate the canonical basis. The basis emulation can also be interpreted as a virtual transform that maps the phased array architecture to a switching-based architecture. The circulant shifts of the ZC sequence along the elevation and the azimuth, i.e., (r[n], c[n]), would represent the 2D coordinates of the sampled antenna in the virtual switching architecture. Now, we show how virtual switching is advantageous over physical antenna switching when there is a limit on the maximum transmit power per-antenna. To explain our argument, we consider H = 11
T as the all-ones channel matrix. We also assume a maximum transmit power of 1/N units per-antenna. The (0, 0) coordinate of the true channel, i.e., H(0, 0), can be acquired by using
. For this choice of b n and d n , it can be observed from (9) that the channel measurement is distributed as CN (1/N, σ 2 ) and its associated SNR is
2 . To sample G(0, 0), the (0, 0) coordinate of the virtual channel, b n = z and d n = z are applied to the phased array. The projection of the channel onto b n d T n , i.e., b * n Hd n , is |z * 1| 2 when H is an all-ones matrix. Using the uniform DFT-property of the ZC sequence [25] , it can be shown that |z * 1| 2 , the scaled energy in the DC-component of z, is 1. As a result, the channel measurement corresponding to the virtual channel entry is distributed as CN (1, σ 2 ) and its associated SNR is SNR vsw = 1/σ 2 . The SNR of the channel measurements obtained using ZC sequences is higher when compared to antenna switching because ZC sequences use all the antennas unlike switching. As
can be concluded that virtual switching is power efficient over physical antenna switching by a factor of N 2 when there is a power constraint per-antenna.
B. Analysis of CS algorithms with the proposed ZC-based training
The spectral mask concept aids fast CS algorithms and allows analysis of CS-based channel estimation. Let M be the number of channel measurements obtained using distinct circulant shifts of the ZC sequence along the two dimensions of the UPA. Due to the sparse nature of X, it is possible to reconstruct H with M N 2 channel measurements. With the virtual switching interpretation, a simple CS acquisition strategy is to sample M coordinates of G uniformly at random from an N × N grid without repetition. Let Ω denote the Using (12) and (14), y can be interpreted as a sub-sampled 2D-DFT of the sparse masked beamspace matrix S. The spectral mask concept thereby allows the application of CS guarantees for sub-sampled 2D-DFT matrices [26] to the beam-alignment problem. Now, we provide reconstruction guarantees for sparse channel estimation when random circulantly shifted ZC sequences are used for beam training. The masked beamspace S can be estimated from the channel measurements using the following convex program [7] 
The objective of (15), i.e., W 1 = k, |W (k, )|, is a convex function that encourages sparse solutions. We substitute the parameters of the sparse masked beamspace recovery problem in (15) , in Theorems 1 and 3 of [27] to obtain recovery guarantees on the channel estimate. The matrix (S) k is used to denote the k sparse representation of S, and is obtained from S by retaining the k largest entries in magnitude and setting the rest to 0.
with a probability of at least 1 − γ. The constants C, C 1 and C 2 are independent of all the other parameters.
The beam space estimateX and the corresponding channel estimateĤ can be computed asX = Λ
Due to the norm preserving nature of the phase map from S to X, we have X −X F = S −Ŝ F and X − (X) k 1 = S − (S) k 1 . Furthermore, as H and X are related through a unitary 2D-DFT, we have H −Ĥ F = X −X F . Putting these observations together, the error in the estimated channel can be bounded as
for the conditions in Theorem 1. As seen in (17), the CS algorithm in (15) can be used to recover a sparse approximation of the beamspace channel X with just O(logN ) channel measurements using the proposed shifted ZC-based training. The proposed circulantly shifted ZC sequences are used differently from those in [20] where the shifts were performed along the time dimension to reduce the complexity of the channel estimation algorithm. Our work exploits circulant shifts along the spatial dimension to design phased array compatible training sequences that minimize the number of CS measurements, allow recovery guarantees, and also aid fast implementation. Such guarantees and complexity reduction are otherwise difficult to achieve for the commonly used random IID phase shift sequences.
IV. IMPACT OF CFO ON BEAM ALIGNMENT
In this work, we study the impact of CFO on compressive beam training and design beam training sequences that achieve robustness to CFO. For tractability, we restrict our design within the class of sequences generated using circulant shifts of the ZC sequence z along the azimuth and elevation dimensions. It can be noticed from (14) that the circulant shift determines the coordinate of the virtual channel matrix to be sampled. Fig. 2a and Fig. 3a . We show that the impact of CFO on the beamspace estimate is determined by the coordinates sampled by the trajectory and the sequence of traversal. Therefore, training design for low complexity beam training robust to CFO is now a trajectory design problem.
In this section, we provide examples of some full-sampling trajectories and analyze the beamspace distortions induced by CFO. Using the insights derived from these examples, we arrive at design requirements for a good trajectory.
A. Impact of trajectory on beamspace estimate
For a non-zero CFO, the measurements in (14) can be expressed in terms of the virtual channel G as
Irrespective of the choice of the trajectory, the phase errors in the measurements (18) increase linearly along the sampling trajectory. In this section, we consider full-sampling trajectories that traverse through all the N 2 points on the N × N grid exactly once, i.e., M = N 2 . When CFO is ignored, the virtual channel matrix G can be estimated by sequentially populating an N × N matrix with the entries of y along the trajectory. In such reconstruction, the entries of the estimated G differ from that of the true G by a phase error that depends on CFO and the trajectory. For a given trajectory, we use P ∈ C N ×N to denote the matrix containing the phase errors induced by CFO. As CFO induces a phase error of e jm in the m th channel measurement, the entries of P are of the form e jm , where m ∈ I N 2 . Ignoring CFO, the noiseless virtual channel estimate is thenĜ = G P . The corresponding masked beamspace is estimated asŜ = U NĜ U N . Using the property that element-wise multiplication of two matrices results in 2D circular convolution of their 2D-DFTs [12] , we haveŜ = S (U N P U N ). Therefore, the impact of CFO is determined by the matrix U N P U N , which must be N e 0 e T 0 in the ideal case, i.e., for zero distortion in the masked beamspace. The original beamspace matrix is estimated by inverting the spectral mask asX = Λ 
1) Row sampling:
The row sampling trajectory, shown in Fig. 2a , starts at (0, 0) and sequentially samples every row of the N × N virtual channel matrix. To realize such a trajectory with the UPA, z is circulantly shifted by r[n] = n/N and c[n] = n modulo N along the elevation and the azimuth dimensions. Then, the outer product of the two circulantly shifted vectors is applied to the UPA at the TX to obtain the channel measurement y[n]. For the row sampling trajectory, we use P row ∈ C N ×N to represent the matrix containing the phase errors induced by the CFO. When G is sampled according to the trajectory in Fig. 2a , the induced phase error matrix can be constructed by sequentially populating an N × N matrix with the elements {e jm } m∈I N 2 along the trajectory. In such case, the phase errors induced by CFO increase linearly along each row of G. For the row sampling trajectory, the induced phase error matrix P row in compact form is P row = a N (N ) a N ( ) T , and its 2D Fourier transform is concentrated at the frequency coordinate (N , ).
In this case, the estimated virtual channel matrix is a noisy version of G P row for a CFO of . Using the multiplicationconvolution duality of the Fourier transform [28] , it can be observed that CFO induces a 2D circulant shift of (N , ) in the masked beamspace. Specifically,Ŝ is obtained by circulantly shifting the continuous 2D Fourier transform [12] of G by (N , ) followed by sampling over the N 2 frequencies (2πk/N, 2π /N ) for k, ∈ I N . By inverting the spectral mask, it can be observed that the estimated beamspace and the true beamspace differ by a 2D circulant shift of (N , ).
A key observation is that the beamspace shift induced by the row sampling trajectory is linear in the CFO and is higher along the elevation dimension. As the angular resolution of the array is 2π/N along each dimension of the beamspace, beamforming with uncorrected beamspace shift can lead to significant loss in the SNR unless max {N , } < π/N . The condition < π/N 2 results in a strict limit on CFO and may not be satisfied in mmWave systems as the number of antennas, i.e., N 2 , is typically large. Therefore, it is desirable to design trajectories that minimize the beamspace shifts along both the azimuth and the elevation dimensions.
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Azimuth angle of departure (radians) 2) Block sampling: We show that CFO can induce multiple replicas in the beamspace estimate using a block sampling trajectory with M = N 2 . From the structure of the sampling trajectory in Fig. 3a , the induced phase error matrix can be computed as
where
It can be noticed that the phase errors in P blk increase linearly along the trajectory in Fig. 3a . Each of the four N/2 × N/2 submatrices in P blk have unique spectral components at (−N /2, − ) , (N /2, ) , (− , N /2) and ( , −N /2) in the 2D Fourier representation. Therefore, the 2D Fourier transform of P blk has four distinct spectral components for an = 0. For a CFO of , the virtual channel matrix acquired with the block sampling trajectory is G P blk . By the multiplication-convolution duality of the Fourier transform [28] , we can conclude that CFO replicates each spectral component in G into four components in the masked beamspace, i.e.,Ŝ. This replica effect, shown in Fig.  3b , distorts the sparsity of the beamspace and is not desirable from a CS perspective.
It can be observed that both the row and block sampling trajectories introduce ambiguity in recovering the true beamspace estimate. For example, it is difficult to infer if the beamspace matrix is the reconstructed matrix for an = 0, or the true beamspace matrix with the true .
B. Are there trajectories that result in zero shift?
For the trajectory to result in zero beamspace shift, the 2D Fourier transform of P must have a peak at (0, 0) aŝ S = S (U N P U N ). Furthermore, the spread about the peak must be minimum to reduce blurring in the reconstructed beamspace. Irrespective of the choice of full-sampling trajectory, the DC spatial frequency component of P is
Beam alignment using the distorted beamspace directly translates to reduction in the received SNR. For instance, any unknown global shift in the beamspace estimate would result in TX beam misalignment. Beamforming using blurred beamspace matrices can result in beams with a higher beamwidth and reduce the received SNR. The problem of finding shift and blur minimizing trajectories is complicated for the undersampled case M N 2 , and is investigated in Sec. V.
V. UNDERSAMPLING TRAJECTORIES FOR BEAMFORMING:
A SPACE-TIME GAME
In this section, we design a randomized undersampling trajectory in the virtual antenna domain that minimizes the impact of CFO on standard CS algorithms.
For the case of full-sampling, the conditions for a good trajectory translate to requirements on the induced phase error matrix P . From the discussion in Sec. IV-B, it can be concluded that the ideal P , with U N P U N = N e 0 e T 0 , cannot be realized for = 0. In other words, the spectrum of P cannot be concentrated at the DC frequency, i.e., (0, 0). As a compromise, we seek a design such that the spectrum of P is concentrated at a point that is proximal to the DC frequency. It can be seen that the entries of the matrix P are constrained to be distinct elements in the set {1, e j , e j2 , ..., e j(N 2 −1) } for full-sampling. Therefore, finding the best trajectory such that the corresponding phase error matrix satisfies spectral concentration and proximity properties requires optimization over permutations of N 2 elements. The trajectory optimization problem is even more complicated for the undersampled case as it also requires selecting the subset of coordinates to sample.
In this work, we propose a sub-optimal solution to the trajectory optimization problem by first constructing a phase error matrix that satisfies the concentration and proximity properties, and then fit an undersampling trajectory that is consistent with the matrix. With x and y used to denote the row and column coordinates in a N × N matrix, we define the k th contour as {(x, y) : x + y = k}. For reference, the coordinate of the first entry in a N × N matrix is set to (0, 0). The x and y coordinates increase along the row and column of a matrix. The contours for N = 6 are shown as dotted lines in Fig. 4a . By definition, an N × N matrix would have 2N − 1 contours. For a CFO of , a phase error matrix satisfying spectral concentration and proximity is 
where the phase errors are invariant along any contour. As
th contour must be sampled in parallel in the N th slot to meet the uniform phase error constraint along the (N − 1) th contour of P cnt . Now, we explain how to design undersampling trajectories that realize the same effect as P cnt . For simplicity of exposition, we consider the virtual channel matrix G in (18) to be an all-ones matrix. We aim to undersample G in such a way that the reconstructed beamspace has spectrum concentrated at ( , ) for a CFO of . As all the entries of G are equal to 1, the undersampled matrix contains just the phase errors induced by CFO. Our objective is to make the undersampled phase error matrix consistent with P cnt to the best possible extent. As sampling multiple entries of G in a given slot is not feasible, the undersampling trajectory must sample exactly one coordinate from the k th contour of G during the k th beam training slot. There would be N ((N − 1)!) 2 undersampling trajectories of length 2N − 1 that satisfy this requirement; one of them is shown in Fig. 4a . Channel acquisition using such undersampling trajectory yields an undersampled version of G P cnt for a CFO of . We investigate the possibility of recovering G P cnt from its undersampled version. For any matrix G, the 2D-Fourier transform of G P cnt is an ( , ) shifted version of the 2D-Fourier transform of G. When is an integer multiple of 2π/N , the matrix G P cnt has a sparse 2D-DFT representation whenever the 2D-DFT of G is sparse. This conclusion follows from the fact that the 2D-DFTs of G and G P cnt differ by an integer shift that lies on the DFT grid, and the observation that a shifted version of a sparse matrix is also sparse. When the 2D-DFT of G is sparse and is not an integer multiple of 2π/N , the 2D-DFT of G P cnt can be considered as approximately sparse due to leakage effects that arise from the off-grid CFO. CS algorithms can exploit the approximate sparse nature of G P cnt in the 2D-DFT basis to reconstruct the matrix G P cnt from its undersampled version. It is not clear, however, if the reconstruction is unique as it depends on the trajectory. We aim to find the trajectories that aid CS algorithms in recovering the ( , ) shifted version of the masked beamspace.
A. Swift-Link's undersampling mechanism
We now describe p-trajectory, a component of Swift-Link's randomized trajectory, that is consistent with P cnt . The trajectory is called as p-trajectory because a CFO of induces a positive shift of ( , ) in the estimated beamspace. For the n th beam training measurement, Swift-Link's p-trajectory samples a single coordinate of G at random from the coordinates on its n th contour. In this work, we use uniform or binomial distributions to sample coordinates on each contour, and the coordinates are sampled independently across different contours. For instance, the binomial distribution based p-trajectory samples one of the 3 coordinates of the second contour according to the density (0.25, 0.5, 0.25), while the uniform one samples according to (1/3, 1/3, 1/3) . A realization of the p-trajectory when the coordinates on each contour are sampled according to a uniform distribution is shown in Fig. 4a . Standard CS using the samples acquired by the p-trajectory would result in an ( , ) circulantly shifted version of the masked beamspace when successful. Therefore, standard CSbased beam alignment using the p-trajectory does not result in significant beam misalignment unless > π/N . For a moderate CFO, beam-broadening [29] can ensure a reasonable beamforming gain. To achieve sufficient link margin even for a high CFO, algorithms that correct the beamspace shifts must be developed.
VI. SWIFT-LINK'S STRATEGY FOR SHIFT CORRECTION
The notion behind Swift-Link's low complexity algorithm for shift correction comes from the observation that traversing in the opposite direction of the p-trajectory results in circulant beamspace shifts in the opposite direction. From the two different circulantly shifted versions of the same masked beamspace matrix, it is possible to correct the shift and perform beamforming. We explain these ideas in detail to propose SwiftLink's type I and type II trajectories.
In this section, we derive a phase error matrix that satisfies the concentration and proximity properties, and helps in correcting the beamspace shift due to P cnt . A phase error matrix that corresponds to a beamspace shift of (− , − ) for a CFO of is P cnt − . The virtual channel acquired under such a phase error matrix is G P cnt − . It can be observed from (20) 
, and the Fourier transform of P cnt − is concentrated at (− , − ). From the multiplicationconvolution duality of the Fourier transform, it follows that the beamspace matrix corresponding to G P cnt − is a (− , − ) shifted version of the true beamspace. Unfortunately, the phase errors in P cnt − are negative integer multiples of and cannot be directly realized in practice. It is possible, however, to realize the same negative beamspace shift effect using the matrix Q cnt = e j2(N −1) P cnt − as global scaling does not alter the magnitude spectrum of a matrix. In mathematical terms, the beamspace matrix corresponding to G Q cnt is also a (− , − ) shifted version of the true beamspace.
Similar to the p-trajectory that is consistent with P cnt , a trajectory that results in a beamspace shift of (− , − ) is designed using Q cnt . A subsampling trajectory of length 2N − 1 that is consistent with Q cnt is one that sequentially traverses from the (2N − 1) th contour to the 0 th contour. The consistency of the trajectory can be observed by writing down the entries of the matrix Q cnt . The trajectory is constrained to sample exactly one coordinate from any contour, and is called as the n-trajectory as it induces negative beamspace shift. A possible candidate for the n-trajectory is one that traverses exactly along the same path as the selected p-trajectory, but in the opposite direction. This choice, however, does not achieve diversity in sampling the virtual channel matrix, i.e., the pand n-trajectories result in the same set of samples of G after correcting the phase errors due to CFO. Therefore, SwiftLink's p-and n-trajectories are chosen independently. 
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A. Swift-Link's type I trajectory and shift correction
We use Ω p and Ω n to denote the ordered set of coordinates sampled by the p-and n-trajectories. The type I trajectory Ω I , first traverses according to Ω p and then Ω n , i.e., the ordered set of coordinates sampled by type I trajectory is Ω I = {Ω p , Ω n }. For a CFO of , the channel measurements corresponding to the p-and n-components of Ω I are noisy versions of P Ωp (G P cnt ) and e jθ0 P Ωn G P cnt − , where θ 0 accounts for the intial phase of the n-trajectory. Specifically, θ 0 = (2N − 1) + 2(N − 1) for a 2N − 1 length ptrajectory. The first term in θ 0 represents the phase error accumulated after traversing along the 2N − 1 length ptrajectory. The second term in θ 0 , i.e., 2(N − 1) , accounts for the global phase difference between P cnt − and Q cnt . As the matrices G P cnt and e jθ0 G P cnt − are sparse in the 2D Fourier representation, CS can be used to recover them with undersampled measurements, and let G I,p and G I,n be the CS estimates. For G = 11 T and M = 2(2N − 1) channel measurements acquired using binomial sampling-based type I trajectory, the masked beamspace estimates obtained using a standard CS algorithm under a CFO error are shown in Fig.  5 . The masked beamspace estimates in Fig. 5 are 2D Fourier transforms of the virtual channel estimates G I,p and G I,n . The spatial shift between the masked beamspace estimates can be observed to be (2 , 2 ) for a CFO of .
When CS perfectly recovers the matrices G P cnt and e jθ0 G P cnt − under a CFO error, we have G I,p = e jθ G I,n P cnt 2 , where θ = −θ 0 . For the noisy case, is estimated from G I,p and G I,n using
Azimuth angle of departure (radians) = arg min
As the first two terms in the minimization in (21) are independent of both ∆ and θ, the solution to (21) can be found using
The maximization in (23) can be decoupled to obtain
which is a problem of finding the location of the maximum 2D frequency component of G I,p G I,n on the y = x line. With the definition in (20) , the inner product in (24) can be expressed as
(r,c):r+c=k
We use the inner product expansion in (26) to transform the 2D frequency search problem in (24) into a 1D search problem. To achieve such reduction in dimensionality, we define a vector g ∈ C 2N −1 such that its k th element is
From (24), (26) and (27) , it can be observed that
The estimateˆ is obtained using an oversampled DFT of g followed by an interpolation technique proposed in [30] .
Using the estimated CFO, the masked beamspace can be estimated by correcting the CFO induced shift in G I,p and G I,n . We define the compensated virtual channel estimates as M I,p = G I,p P cnt −ˆ and M I,n = G I,n P cnt . The matrices M I,p and M I,n are noisy versions of the same underlying virtual channel matrix, upto a global phase. The global phase error between the compensated virtual channel estimates can be computed as φ = arg min ω M I,p − e jω M I,n F . The scalar φ in closed form is phase( M I,p , M I,n ). The virtual channel estimate upto a scale factor is then M I = M I,p +e jφ M I,n . The matrix M I is then transformed to the antenna domain using the spectral mask concept and used for beamforming. For type I trajectory-based channel acquisition, we summarize SwiftLink in Algorithm 1. We also provide a graphical illustration of Swift-Link in Fig. 6 .
Algorithm 1 Swift-Link for type I channel acquisition
Inputs: M , N and a Zadoff-Chu sequence z ∈ C N . Outputs: CFO estimateˆ and channel estimateĤ.
Generate a p-trajectory of length M/2 on an N ×N grid. Similarly, generate an n-trajectory of length M/2. Use the coordinates in the p-and n-trajectories to construct 
Construct g ∈ C 2N −1 from G I,n and G I,p using (27) . Compute CFO estimateˆ using (28) .
A seemingly better strategy compared to coherent combining, i.e., M = M I,p + e jφ M I,n , in Algorithm 1 is to correct CFO in all the channel measurements obtained with Swift-Link's Ω I trajectory usingˆ . The compensated channel measurements, i.e., {y[n]e −jˆ n } n∈I M , can be used for compressive channel estimation. CS-based algorithms that use these samples, however, do not perform well as any small CFO estimation error can result in large relative phase errors between the p-and n-components of Ω I . For instance, the phase error between the two components would be M ( −ˆ ) /2, where M is the length of the type I trajectory. Coherent combining of the samples from the two components may require sparse self-calibration techniques [31] and can result in high complexity.
B. Swift-Link's type II trajectory and shift correction
In this section, we propose a type II trajectory that does not introduce significant phase errors between the p-and ncomponents. The type II trajectory achieves robustness to CFO errors by interleaving the p-and n-trajectories in sequence. Specifically, the sequence of coordinates traversed is
where Ω (i) denotes the i th coordinate in the ordered set Ω. Due to interleaving, CFO induces a phase error of 2 in every step along each of the p-and n-components of Ω II .
Swift-Link recovers G P cnt 2
and e jβ G P cnt −2 using CS over the odd and even samples of the Ω II trajectory. Let G II,p and G II,n be the virtual channel estimates corresponding to the odd and even components. Similar to the type I case, the CFO is estimated aŝ
The estimated CFOˆ is used to correct phase errors in all the channel measurements obtained using Ω II and CS-based channel estimation is performed using the compensated samples. Although interleaving can efficiently leverage diversity in the channel measurements, it reduces the CFO correction range by a factor of 2 compared to the type I case. In this section, we have illustrated our algorithm for type I and type II trajectories of length M = 4N − 2. Nevertheless, the same design principles can be applied for M < 4N − 2 by selecting the trajectory about the (N − 1) th contour. In this case, the length of each of the p-and n-trajectories is set to M/2. For M < 4N − 2, the p-trajectory would begin at the , when filled along the M/2 length p-trajectory, can be observed to be consistent with e −jθ p,M P cnt , where θ p,M = N − 1 − M/4 . Channel acquisition using such trajectory results in an undersampled version of e −jθ p,M G P cnt , i.e., e −jθ p,M P Ωp (G P cnt ). Similarly, the n-trajectory acquires e −jθ n,M P Ωn (G P cnt − ) for some θ n,M . It can be noticed that the sparse beamspace matrices corresponding to the samples acquired by the pand n-trajectories have the same physical interpretation as before, i.e., they are ( , ) and (− , − ) shifted versions of the actual masked beamspace. Therefore, Swift-Link can still be applied with the designed training for M < 4N −2 channel measurements. Extension of our algorithm for M > 4N − 2 requires the design of trajectories that are longer than the proposed trajectories and achieve robustness to CFO. Designing such trajectories for low-complexity beam alignment is an interesting direction for future work.
The fundamental principle of Swift-Link is to design a robust CS measurement matrix in a way that aids low complexity algorithms. Swift-Link's algorithm for the type II case requires solving two CS problems in dimension N 2 with M/2 measurements and one CS problem in dimension N 2 with M measurements. In contrast, the tensor or lifting-based methods in [10] and [31] require solving an N 2 M dimensional CS problem with M measurements. Due to the use of large antenna arrays at mmWave, the number of variables in tensorbased optimization [10] can be in the order of millions for typical mmWave settings. As a result, the techniques proposed in [10] and [31] require a high computational complexity when compared to Swift-Link. For a greedy CS algorithm like OMP [32] , the computational complexity of Swift-Link and the tensor-based method is O(N 2 M ) and O(N 2 M 2 ).
C. Analysis of Swift-Link
Swift-Link's success depends on the recovery of the shifted beamspace matrices using each of the p-and n-trajectories. In this section, we consider the samples acquired with the ptrajectory and derive novel reconstruction guarantees for the masked beamspace recovery under the CFO perturbation.
We describe the RIP and provide definitions required for our analysis. Consider a K sparse masked beamspace matrix S with (x k , y k ) k∈I K as the locations of non-zero entries. For each k ∈ I K , (x k , y k ) ∈ I N × I N and let S (x k , y k ) = s k . The virtual channel matrix coordinates can be expressed as
Let M p = |Ω p | be the number of samples of G acquired by the p-trajectory under the CFO perturbation. The M p length p-trajectory must begin at p 0 = N − (M p + 1)/2 contour as it is chosen about the (N − 1) th contour. We assume that M p is an odd integer in our analysis. The CS matrix corresponding to Ω p satisfies the RIP of order K with parameter δ K [7] if the channel measurements corresponding to S satisfy
for every K sparse matrix S. The normalization by 1/M p in (31) ensures that the columns of the CS matrix have unit norm. A small RIP parameter implies that the distance between sparse matrices is preserved in the measurement space and allows sparse recovery [7] . Now, we derive a sufficient condition that guarantees the recovery of an ( , ) shifted version of the masked beamspace matrix using Swift-Link's p-trajectory. We define the minimum pair-wise spacing as d min = min
Notice that 1 ≤ d min ≤ N/2 for any set of non-sparse locations in S.
Theorem 2. On an average, the CS matrix corresponding to Swift-Link's p-trajectory satisfies the RIP of order K > 1 with parameter δ K when
(33) channel measurements are acquired using a uniform distribution over contours.
Proof. See Appendix-A.
From the lower bound in (33) , it can be concluded that O(2KN logN ) samples suffice for Swift-Link's CS matrix to satisfy the RIP in the worst case, i.e., when d min = 1. As Swift-Link limits randomization within the contours for robustness to CFO, it requires O(N ) times the number of measurements required by IID random switching; this corresponds to a subsampling ratio of O(logN/N ). The bound in (33) , however, may be weak as simulation results show that Swift-Link outperforms a non-coherent algorithm that requires sub-linear number of channel measurements. As the p-trajectory can sample a maximum of 2N −1 coordinates with a single RF chain, the worst case bound suggests that the use of O(KlogN ) RF-chains at the TX guarantees CFO robust beam alignment using Swift-Link. In this work, we focus on the beamforming architecture with a single RF chain and show that our algorithm still performs well through simulations.
VII. EXTENDING SWIFT-LINK TO WIDEBAND SYSTEMS
In this section, we describe a frame structure that allows applying Swift-link for beam alignment in wideband mmWave systems. For quasi-omnidirectional reception at the RX, let H[ ] ∈ C N ×N be the th tap of the L tap wideband MIMO channel between the UPA at the TX and the RX. At mmWave frequencies, each of these taps is approximately sparse in the 2D-DFT representation [3] . Using the notation in Sec. II-A, the received samples can be expressed as
At any time instant, the channel measurement in (34) is a linear combination of the previous L transmitted symbols with weights determined by appropriate beam training vectors. The model in (34) suggests that the phased array configuration b n d T n can be changed every symbol duration. In practice, however, changing the configuration every symbol duration may not be possible as phase shifters have a finite settling time. Hence, a time domain sequence spanning several symbol durations is transmitted using a beam training configuration [6] . separated by a guard interval with zeros to avoid inter frame interference [6] . The settling time of the phase shifters is assumed to be smaller than the duration of the guard interval. The frame structure in Fig. 7 , uses Low Aperiodic AutoCorrelation (LAAC) sequences along the time dimension so that wideband channel estimation can be decoupled in the time dimension using the LAAC property. The TX transmits an N s length LAAC sequence and L − 1 zeros across the channel for each of the phase shift configurations determined by Swift-Link's trajectory. Under the CFO impairment, the RX correlates the received signal with the same N s length sequence and measures the channel impulse response for each phase shift configuration at the TX. In this work, the sum of the responses obtained for each configuration is used for beam training, i.e.,
∈I L
H [ ], the equivalent narrowband MIMO channel is considered for compressive beam alignment. As the channel measurements corresponding to consecutive beams are N s + L − 1 symbol durations apart, the effective CFO to be considered in beam training is (N s + L − 1) . The equivalent narrowband channel and CFO are estimated using Swift-Link. Then, the quantized versions of the singular vectors corresponding to the maximum singular value of the estimated channel matrix are used for beamforming at the TX [10] . It can be observed that beam alignment using the equivalent narrowband channel, i.e.,
H [ ] may result in sub-optimal beam alignment when the number of spatial paths within the delay spread are beyond Swift-Link's recoverable limit. In such scenarios, Swift-Link's framework can still be applied to recover each of the channel taps separately at the expense of higher complexity.
VIII. SWIFT-LINK IN ACTION
In this section, we evaluate Swift-Link for a practical wideband mmWave setting. We consider a hardware architecture in Fig. 1 , where the TX is equipped with a UPA of size 32 × 32 and the RX uses a fixed quasi-omnidirectional pattern for beam training. The phase shifters at the TX are assumed to have a resolution of 3 bits. Our algorithm uses a core ZC sequence of length 32 and root 11 so that its 3 bit phase quantized version satisfies the uniform DFT property in the magnitude sense. A disciplined approach to generate such unimodular ZAC sequences with quantized set of phases can be found in [33] . We consider a mmWave carrier frequency of 28 GHz and an operating bandwidth of W = 100 MHz [34] , which corresponds to a symbol duration of T = 10 ns.
The mmWave channel in our simulations was derived from the NYU channel simulator [35] for a TX-RX separation of 60 m in an Urban-Micro Non-Line-of-Sight environment. The results we report are the averages over 100 such channel realizations. For this setting, the omnidirectional RMS delay spread was found to be less than 43 ns in more than 85% of the channel realizations. Considering the leakage effects due to pulse shaping, the wideband channel is modeled using L = 13 taps corresponding to a duration of 130 ns. The channel is then scaled so that E
, where the expectation is taken across several channel realizations. According to the frame structure in Fig. 7 , the TX periodically transmits bipolar Barker sequences [36] of length N s = 13 with different beam configurations determined by the algorithm. We use a bipolar sequence for the LAAC sequence so that its auto-correlation property is not heavily distorted by CFO. Under a CFO error, the RX correlates the received stream with the same Barker sequence and sums the channel response for each configuration. To recover the sparse channel components associated with each of the p-and n-trajectories of Swift-Link, we use EM-BG-AMP algorithm [37] as it has good phase transition properties compared to the other greedy algorithms. For a benchmark, we compare our algorithm with EM-BG-AMP with IID random phase shifts and zero CFO. We illustrate the vulnerability of CS to phase errors by evaluating EM-BG-AMP when IID random phase shifts are used for beam training at the TX. Furthermore, we also show the performance of a non-coherent compressive beam alignment method called Agile-Link [4] . We set the bin parameters of Agile-Link to B az = B el = 4, and the number of hashes as M/ (B az B el ). For a fair comparison, beam training based on the equivalent narrowband channel is considered for all the algorithms. We use f e and f a to denote the beam alignment vectors estimated by an algorithm along the elevation and azimuth dimensions. The TX applies f e f T a to the UPA and the RX observes a wideband SISO channel with coefficients {f *
The achievable rate is obtained using water filling basedpower allocation [15] in the frequency domain for this equivalent wideband SISO channel seen after beam alignment. We define the SNR in the beam training measurements as SNR = 10log 10 (1/σ 2 ). The algorithms are compared in terms of the achievable rate after beam alignment as a function of the received SNR, number of beam training measurements and CFO. The impact of the residual CFO was ignored in computing the rate for all the algorithms. For 124 beam training measurements, it can be noticed from Fig. 8 that Swift-Link outperforms Agile-Link and EM-BG-AMP with IID random phase shifts at all levels of SNR. This is because Swift-Link exploits the structure in the unknown phase errors unlike other algorithms. For Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , the analog domain CFO for the type I and type II trajectories was chosen differently as 800 KHz and 400 KHz to maintain the same beamspace shift effect in both cases. The offsets chosen are close to the maximum CFO correction limit of Swift-Link. The MSE of the CFO estimate is shown as a function of SNR in Fig. 9 . It can be observed from Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 that sampling the coordinates on the contours according to the binomial distribution is better than the uniform case. In Fig. 10 , we compute the achievable rate as a function of the number of beam training measurements for all the algorithms. It can be observed that Swift-Link performs better than the rest of them for any number of measurements. SwiftLink is limited in terms of beam training measurements as it can acquire a maximum of 2 (2N − 1) measurements over the 2N − 1 contours of an N × N matrix. For our setting, the number of measurements was sufficient enough to achieve a good rate. Developing new trajectories and low complexity correction strategies to recover channels in rich scattering environments is an interesting research direction.
The CFO correction capability of Swift-Link depends on the type of trajectory used for beam alignment. For the type I trajectory, the induced beam-space shift can be uniquely determined if |2 (N s + L − 1) | < π. This requirement translates to a maximum correctable CFO of
in the analog domain for the type I trajectory. As the induced beam-space shift is doubled with the type II trajectory due to interleaving, it supports a CFO correction limit of f
We compare the performance of all the algorithms for different values of CFO in Fig. 11 . The number of beam training measurements were set to 124 for SwiftLink, and 128 for EM-BG-AMP with IID phase shifts and Agile-Link. It can be observed that standard CS algorithms fail even for a CFO of 1 ppm. As Agile-Link is a non-coherent method that considers just the magnitude of beam training measurements, its performance is invariant to CFO. It can be noticed that Swift-Link performs better than Agile-Link and standard CS within the supported range of CFO correction. The performance variation of Swift-Link within this range is because of the grid mismatch effects that arise due to CFO dependent beam-space shifts. From a hardware design perspective, Swift-Link is advantageous over exhaustive beam search and Agile-Link as it requires a lower output dynamic range at the analog-todigital converter. A higher dynamic range or peak-to-averagepower-ratio (PAPR) of the received signal is not desirable as it can cause clipping effects after automatic gain control (AGC). As exhaustive beam scan uses highly directional beams, the variation in the received power across different beam scans is higher, especially for channels that are sparse in the beamspace. For example, when H = 11 T , the maximum and minimum received power observed in a sequence of N 2 2D-DFT based beam scans are N 2 and 0. As Swift-Link uses ZC sequences in the antenna domain, the beams generated to acquire channel measurements are spread out in all directions. On the one hand, the maximum and minimum received power observed with Swift-Link's training are both 1 for an all-ones H. On the other hand, Agile-Link uses multi-armed beams that focus the transmit power in few directions and has a higher PAPR than Swift-Link. For the simulation setting with M = 124 and SNR = 0 dB, we observed that the PAPR of the received signal for exhaustive beam search, Agile-Link and Swift-Link were 34.02 dB, 16.23 dB and 11.97 dB. We believe that Swift-Link marks an important step in translating compressed sensing technology to practical mmWave radios.
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have studied the impact of CFO on compressed sensing based channel estimation and proposed a CFO robust beam-alignment algorithm called Swift-Link. Swift-Link uses circulantly shifted ZC sequences in the spatial domain and transforms the phased array architecture to a virtual switching architecture. We defined the concept of spectral mask that allows guaranteed channel reconstruction even with strict hardware constraints. In our future work, we will develop well conditioned spectral masks with ultra-low resolution phase shifters.
We define the concept of trajectory and determine the amount of circulant shift to be applied for each beam training measurement to minimize the impact of CFO on beam alignment. Swift-Link is advantageous over sparse self-calibration techniques in terms of memory and computational complexity, and has analytical guarantees. Our training sequence essentially aligns the sparsity basis of the calibration errors with the sparsity basis of the transformed signal. Furthermore, the impact of the calibration errors on CS-based recovery of the sparse signal was controlled by clever subsampling. Extending Swift-Link to generic sparse self-calibration problems is an interesting direction for future work.
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 2 In this section, we derive a sufficient condition for SwiftLink's p-trajectory to satisfy the RIP on an average. For ease of notation, we label the M p channel measurements corresponding to the p-trajectory as {y[n]} p0+Mp−1 n=p0
. As r[n] + c[n] = n for every element on the n th contour, the received samples can be expressed using (18) and (30) Notice that we ignore noise in (36) as the RIP constant is defined for a CS measurement matrix. The normalized energy of the sampled measurements is E = p0+Mp−1 n=p0
The result in Theorem 2 is derived using bounds on E Ωp [E] for a sparse masked beamspace matrix S. We define the pair-wise spacings between the non-zero locations of S as ∆x k, = x k − x and ∆y k, = y k − y . For a given realization of the p-trajectory, the normalized energy of received samples can be expressed as and B x,y = p0+Mp−1 n=p0
T x,y [n], and derive an upper bound on |B x,y |.
As the p-trajectory is chosen about the (N − 1) th contour, 
Proof. In the upper-half of the p-trajectory, Swift-Link samples one of the n + 1 coordinates on the n th contour at random. For a uniform sampling distribution over the n + 1 points, T x,y [n] is given by 
where η x,y = 1/max{|sin (x/2)| , |sin (y/2)|}.
Proof. The partial sum corresponding to the upper half of the p-trajectory can be written as 
We use H I to denote the harmonic sum of the first I natural numbers, i.e., H I = 
Similarly, the partial sum corresponding to the lower half of the p-trajectory can be bounded as
Applying triangle inequality to B x,y = B 
Note that p 0 = N − (M p + 1)/2. The inequalities in (55) and (56) can be combined to prove Lemma 2. Now, we derive a sufficient condition for Swift-Link's p-component to satisfy the RIP with constant δ K on an average. From (39), the deviation in the mean energy acquired by the p-trajectory is |E Ωp [E] − S 
The sum 
The inequalities in (57), (58) and (59) can be combined as
By the definition of RIP in (31) , it can be noticed from (60) that the CS matrix corresponding to the p-trajectory satisfies RIP with constant δ K , on an average, when
which proves Theorem 2.
